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Properties of the optical transition in the
229Th nucleus

E V Tkalya

1. Introduction
`Nuclear light', or the gamma radiation emitted by an atomic
nucleus in the optical range, will probably be discovered
experimentally in one or two years. Observing this phenom-
enon requires not only the object proper, i.e., the atomic
nucleus making a transition with optical energy in the
excitation spectrum. One also needs certain `external' condi-
tions to be met, conditions in which the gamma emission in
question will be the dominating decay channel. These two
necessary factors are highly nontrivial and differ dramatically
from the situation that one usually has to deal with in nuclear
spectroscopy.

2. The nucleus
In excitation spectra of atomic nuclei, closely spaced energy
levels (within several dozen or hundred electron-volts) are not
that rare. However, it is practically impossible to observe the
radiative transitions between such states because of the very
small partial widths of such processes. The only way to ob-
serve nuclear light is to find a nucleus with a low-lying (with
an energy of several electron-volts) isomeric state. A nucleus
of this kind is well-known Ð it is that of the isotope 229Th.

First indications of the existence of a low-lying (with an
energy lower than 100 eV) nuclear state in 229Th were
obtained by Kroger and Reich [1] in the mid-1970s. In the
fifteen years that followed, the upper bound on the energy of
the first excited level was gradually reduced, until at the
beginning of the 1990s it became clear that we are dealing
with a state with a record-low energyEis � 3:5� 1:0 eV [2, 3],
whose value corresponds to the ground-state transition in the
optical (!) range.

It must be immediately noted that there can be no doubt
as to the existence of the given level. It forms the base of the
rotational band with the asymptotic quantum numbers
K p�NnzL� � 3=2�[631] in the Nilsson model. The other
levels relevant to the band are known, the only exception
being the first level, with spin 3=2�. An independent
corroboration of the existence of a low-lying state has been
achieved experimentally in the reaction 230Th�d; t�229Th [4],
with the upper bound on the level energy being 7 keV.

All possibilities of nuclear spectroscopy methods as
applied to the given problem have been exhausted. New
ideas of how to search for such an exotic state must be based
on a correct understanding of the level's decay channels.

3. Decay channels for the 3/2+(3.5� 1.0 eV) level
in an atom
The ionization potential of an `isolated' thorium atom is
6.08 eV. Hence, the excited state 3=2��3:5� 1:0 eV) cannot
decay in the atom as a result of gamma-ray internal electron
conversion (the second-order process in the electromagnetic
coupling constant e in Fig. 1).

What remains is either emission of a real photon by the
nucleus (the first-order diagram in Fig. 1) or decay through
the atomic shell in third-order perturbation theory (see Fig. 1)
[5]. The shell in this case acts as an electron bridge between the
nucleus and the photon. Hence the name of the process (the
electron bridge).
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Figure 1. Decay processes of the low-lying state in Th-229: (a) direct

nuclear emission; (b) internal electron conversion and conduction electron

conversion in the metal, and (c) direct diagram of the decay process in the

electron-bridge channel.



The density of the excited states of the thorium atom in the
2.5 ± 4.5-eV range amounts to 102 eVÿ1. The spins of a larger
number of states are known, but the electronic configurations
and terms are unknown [6]. There is no way in which we can
predict how close in energy the isomeric nuclear state is to one
of the excited states and to what state precisely. Hence, all
estimates by the decay probability involving the electronic
shell in the thorium atom are sure to be order-of-magnitude
estimates.

The probability of occurrence of the inelastic electron
bridge in Fig. 2 can be written in the single-level approxima-
tion as follows

WEB � PINEETG rad
A ; �1�

where PINEET is the relative excitation probability of an
intermediate atomic level at a nuclear transition (what is
known as the inverse NEET process, where NEET stands for
nuclear excitation by electronic transition [7, 8]), and G rad

A is
the radiation width of an atomic transition from the
intermediate state to the final state (we use the relativistic
system of units in which �h � c � 1). The relative excitation
probability in the nuclear transition can be estimated by the
formula

PINEET � E 2
int

D2
; �2�

where D is the difference in the transition energies (see Fig. 2),
and the interaction energy of the nuclear, J n

N�rN�, and
electron, j me �re�, currents in the second-order QED perturba-
tion theory is given by

Eint �
�
d3re d

3rN j me �re�Dmn�re ÿ rN� J n
N�rN� ; �3�

with Dmn�re ÿ rN� being the photon propagator.
We take the value of the nuclear reduced transition

probability, which will be needed for numerical calculations,
from paper [9], where it was found that with allowance
made for Coriolis mixing of the rotational bands
BW:u:�M1; 3=2� ! 5=2�� � 4:8� 10ÿ2, with W.u. denoting
theWeisskopf units. In this case, the characteristic interaction
energy Eint amounts to roughly 10ÿ5 ± 10ÿ6 eV. A typical
width of the atomic radiative transition is G rad

A � 10ÿ8 eV.
Hence, if for Dwe take a value equal to the reciprocal average
density of atomic levels, viz. 10ÿ2 eV, then for the decay
probability of the low-lying isomeric state of thorium via the
electron-bridge channel, we haveWEB � 10ÿ1 ± 10 sÿ1. At the
same time, the probability of direct nuclear emission,
calculated by the ordinary formula

G rad
N �L;o� � 8p��2L� 1�!!�2 L� 1

L
o2L�1B�L�; �4�

does not exceed 2� 10ÿ4 sÿ1 for gamma radiation in a
vacuum [10]. Thus, there is indeed a finite probability of
observing the decay of the isomeric nuclear state
3=2��3:5� 1:0 eV) through the extremely exotic electron-
bridge channel. In the experiment we will have two photons:
the first is emitted directly via the inelastic electron bridge,
and the successive one in the relaxation of the atomic shell.
The electronic states depicted in Fig. 2 are candidates for
participation in the process described.

We are coming to the end of our description of the decay
of an isomeric state in an isolated atom. The last question is:
Why may higher-order processes in e dominate over the first-
order process or direct nuclear emission? Note that this
situation is standard for nuclear spectroscopy in the low-
energy range (up to 10 keV). Even in electric dipole nuclear
transitions, the internal electron conversion is the dominating
decay channel for nuclear levels with energies of several
kiloelectron-volts and lower. The reason is simple. The
multipole expansion of the photon propagator

Dmn�re ÿ rN� � gmn exp

ÿ
iojre ÿ rNj

�
jre ÿ rNj

� o
X
LM

. . . h
�1�
L �reo� . . . jL�rNo�

contains Hankel functions h
�1�
L �reo� of the first kind of the

electron variable. During the processes of the interaction
between the nucleus and the atomic shell, at least one of the
electronic states is a bound state localized at distances smaller
than the Bohr radius. This is the scale over which effective
integration in the process amplitude is performed.Notice that
the transition energy is also low. As a result, the argument of a
Hankel function always meets the condition reo5 1, and the
function itself becomes very large, since near zero it has the
form

h
�1�
L �reo� �

ÿi�2Lÿ 1�!!
�reo�L�1

4 1 :

This balances the smallness introduced by the extraneous
electron ± photon vertex into the amplitude and, hence, the
probability or cross section of the process.

In concluding this section we note that thorium is a
chemically active element and easily oxidizes. Special mea-
sures are needed to save its valence shells from chemical
bonds. A well-known and highly developed way to do this is
to freeze in thorium atoms to an inert-gas matrix that is
transparent in the optical range. There are also other ways.
And for this reason the process we have just described can be
implemented experimentally.

4. Decay channels for the 3/2+(3.5� 1.0 eV) level
in a condensed medium
The stage of optical measurements from 1997 to 1999 [12 ± 16]
showed how complicated it is to observe an isomeric
transition. The experiments conducted by Irwin and Kim
[12], Richardson et al. [13], Utter et al. [14], and Shaw et al.
[15] were relatively similar. In the alpha decay of the 233U
nucleus, the low-lying level 3=2��3:5� 1:0 eV) in 229Th
becomes populated with a probability of about 2%. With a
sample containing 100 mg of 233U, we can expect about
7� 105 isomeric decays of the 3=2��3:5� 1:0 eV) state of
229Th to occur every second. Such an activity is sufficient for
optical measurements to produce results.

In all the experimental work that we have just mentioned,
the researchers dealt not with atomic thorium but with one of
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Figure 2.Decay of the low-lying isomeric state of Th-229 via the electron-

bridge process.
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its chemical compounds. In due course it became clear that
all, or almost all, of the detected optical radiation could be
attributed with a high degree of probability to the lumines-
cence of various chemical compounds, initiated by the
bombardment of alpha particles [14 ± 16, 11]. Therefore, it is
advisable to examine the decay of the low-lying isomeric state
in matter more thoroughly.

Decay in metal. Let us examine an experiment in which a
thin layer of an active substance containing one of the
chemical compounds with 233U is deposited on a substrate.
Upon alpha decay of 233U, the daughter 229Th nuclei, among
which, the reader will recall, 2% are in the isomeric state
3=2��3:5� 1:0 eV), may be ejected into the vacuum and
decay on the walls of the chamber (usually outside the field
of vision of the optical system); they could also slow down and
decay in the substrate or in the material of the target proper.
The last two cases are the most interesting ones.

If the target layer is thin enough, for instance, it comes out
to 30 ± 40 A

�
, as was probably the case in the experiment of

Utter et al. [14], most of the thorium atoms are slowed down
in the substrate material, for which noble metals such as gold
and platinum are usually used. Upon alpha decay of 233U, the
recoil nucleus 299Th acquires an energy of about 100 keV.
According to Ref. [17], the range of such nuclei in metals
amounts to several dozen atomic layers (about 200 A

�
). A

metal of such a thickness is practically transparent to visible
light and is not an obstacle for detecting the photons
generated in the decay of the low-lying isomer 229mTh. At
the same time, there is another possible decay channel in a
metal, a channel corresponding to the second-order diagram
in Fig. 1 Ð deexcitation of the isomer via conduction
electrons. This process is similar to inelastic electron scatter-
ing by nuclei. The process has no energy threshold in the
metal, since the nucleus gives off energy in this case. (Isomer
decay in the metal can also be interpreted as conduction
electron conversion. But in contrast to conventional internal
inversion, here the initial state of the electron is not a bound
atomic state.)

To make a qualitative estimate of the decay probability of
229mTh(3=2�; 3:5� 1:0 eV) in what is known as a standard
metal [18], we use the simplest free-electron approximation
[19] (in this model, the conduction electrons are interpreted as
a gas of free particles). The decay probability is calculated by
the formula

W � ne ve se; e0 ;

where ne is the conduction electron number density, ve is the
electron velocity, and se; e0 is the cross section of the process.

Suppose that the energy of the initial electron state is
Ei � EF, where EF is the Fermi energy. Accordingly, the
electron velocity is equal to the Fermi velocity: ve � vF ���������������
2EF=m

p
. As a result of inelastic scattering by the isomeric

nuclei 229mTh, the conduction electrons acquire additional
energy oN � 3:5� 1:0 eV. If the work function of the
electrons in the metal is smaller than oN, they remain in the
metal after scattering from the nuclei.

An estimate of the inelastic scattering cross section was
made inRef. [20], and itwas foundthatse; e0 � 10ÿ27 cm2.Then
using the values of ne � 6� 1022 cmÿ3 and EF � 5:5 eV from
Ref. [18], we arrive at the probability W�104 sÿ1, i.e., the
lifetime of the thorium isomer in the metal is roughly 10ÿ4 s.

This probability is much higher than the estimate of
10ÿ1 ± 10 sÿ1 for the decay probability of the low-lying level

of the 229Th nucleus through the electron-bridge channel.
Hence, the conversion involving conduction electrons may
indeed be the dominating decay channel of the
3=2��3:5� 1:0 eV) state in the metal.

It is interesting to note that if for the substrate we use a
felicitously selected semimetal in which the conduction
electron number density is lower by two to three orders of
magnitude than that in platinum, the probability of emission
of optical photons becomes appreciable.

Decay of recoil nuclei in the semiconductor 233UO2.
Especially interesting is the problem of decaying the low-
lying isomer 229mTh that forms as a result of alpha decay of
233U in the material of the target proper, i.e., in the
semiconductor 233UO2. Such a situation emerges for a
large number of recoil 229Th nuclei if the target thickness
exceeds the free path of the recoil nuclei. The semiconduc-
tor 233UO2 has an energy gap width of 2.8 eV [21]. As a
result of alpha decay of 233U, an excited 229Th nucleus may
at the end of its range occupy an interstitial position in the
lattice or take the place of one of the uranium atoms,
knocking it out of its position in the crystal. In the latter
case, the uranium atom finds itself in an interstitial
position.

In all these variants, the initial band structure of the
semiconductor 233UO2 undergoes a perturbation. As a
result, additional levels appear in the forbidden band, and
these levels may play an important role in the decay of the
thorium isomer. The nuclear transition energy is sufficiently
high for an electron to be moved from the valence band to the
conduction band. Next, the new levels participate either in
radiationless relaxation of energy (into phonons) or in
emission of radiation in the IR range. It is quite possible
that there is no emission of radiation in the visible range,
accompanying the decay of the thorium isomer in the
semiconducting crystal 233UO2.

Decay in the insulator 229ThO2. Thorium dioxide is a
common, well-studied chemical compound. It is an insulator
with an energy gap width of 6 eV and a refractive index n ' 2
for 3.1-eV photons [22]. Conversion of the nuclear transition
that would involve electrons from the valence band is
impossible: there is simply not enough energy to move an
electron to the conduction band.

In principle, an electron-bridge process is possible here.
However, the forbidden band of an ideal insulator (such an
insulator is considered here) contains no electronic states.
Hence, in the decay of the low-lying nuclear isomeric state
through the electron-bridge channel in 229ThO2, states of the
continuous spectrum from the conduction band act as
intermediate states. The mismatch between the energies of
the nuclear and electronic transitions in this case exceeds 1 eV.
Moreover, there can be only an elastic electron bridge, i.e.,
magnetic dipole (M1) radiation in the `second' electronic
transition from the intermediate state to the final state in
Fig. 2. The probability of occurrence of such an electron
bridge is negligible [5].

As a result, the main decay channel for the low-lying level
3=2��3:5� 1:0 eV) in 229ThO2 may be the direct nuclear
emission in the optical range, i.e., `nuclear light'. The decay
probability of an isolated nucleus in a vacuum can be
calculated by formula (4). Without allowance for the effect
of the medium, one finds T1=2 � ln 2=Wg ' 80 min ± 8 h in
the energy range o � 4:5ÿ2:5 eV.

To account for the effect of the dielectric medium, we
write down the formula for the probability of emission of
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magnetic dipole radiation as follows

WM1
m � 2p

���
j l̂ � Ĥ�mj����2rm�o�: �5�

Here, l̂ is the operator of the magnetic dipole moment of the
radiating system, and Ĥ�m is the operator of the magnetic field
in the medium. Usually, the interaction Hamiltonian is
written in terms of the local-field operator. In our case of a
nonmagnetic insulator, the local and mean magnetic fields
coincide. Moreover, the dielectric medium does not renor-
malize the magnetic component of the field with respect to the
magnetic field in a vacuum. Hence, the entire difference
between the probabilities of magnetic dipole transitions in
the medium and in the vacuum is determined by the
renormalization of the phase volume. In the medium one
has k2 � Eo2, where E is the dielectric constant. Therefore, the
value of k2 dk=do increases in the medium by a factor of E3=2,
i.e., n3 times [10]. Thus, in the medium the probability of an
M1 radiative transition increases n3-fold. Accordingly, the
most probable lifetime of the 3=2��3:5� 1:0 eV) state in
229ThO2 is within the 10-min ± 1-h range [10]. (We must
make a reservation here that this estimate has been given on
the assumption that n ' 2 not only at o � 3:1 eV, as in
Ref. [22], but also in the entire energy range from 2.5 to
4.5 eV. The numerical result can be corrected somewhat
depending on the real value of n.)

It is extremely complicated to verify the effect of an
infinite dielectric medium on the radiative process in the
atom. In this sense, the example of the decay of the
3=2��3:5� 1:0 eV) level in 229ThO2 may be useful for
experimental studies.

Alpha decay of the 3/2+(3.5� 1.0 eV) level
The general regularities of another possible decay channel for
the first excited level of Th-229, namely the alpha decay, have
been studied in Ref. [23].

The ground state of the 229Th nucleus forms the base of the
rotational band 5=2��633� and decays with a period
T gr
1=2�a� � 7880 a preferably to levels of a similar band in the

daughter nucleus 225Ra. An analysis of the spectrum of the
excited states of the 225Ra nucleus suggests that the low-lying
isomeric level of Th-229 has a much shorter lifetime T is

1=2�a�
with respect to a-decay than that of the ground state. Indeed,
in the daughter nucleus 225Ra, the level 3=2�3=2 [631]
(149.96 keV), which has the same quantum numbers as the
isomeric (j isi) state 229mTh�3=2�; 3:5 eV), resides 86.3 keV
below the level 5=2�5=2 �633��236:25 keV), at which the
transitions preferably end up in the decay of the ground state
of 229Th. High-energy alpha particles pass more easily
through the Coulomb barrier of the nucleus. The transition
j isi ! 3=2�3=2�631��149:96 keV) is a favored transition, as is
the transition jgri ! 5=2�5=2�633��236:25 keV). The hin-
drance factors (HF) for favored alpha transitions usually
range from 1 to 4. Systematization of the data on reduced
alpha-decay widths of odd isotopes of Rn, Ra, Th, Pu, U, and
Cm has shown that, for transitions to states with the same
quantum numbers as those of the ground states of the
decaying nuclei, the reduced a-widths are practically identical
with those for the U and Cm isotopes where no changes in
nuclear deformation occur, as well as for the isotopes of Th
and Ra, where the deformation parameter decreases some-
what in the course ofa-decay.Among the nucleiwithA5 221,
in which the ground state possesses the quantum numbers

3=2�3=2�631�, there are four that undergo alpha decay: 225Th,
229U, 223Ra, and 227U. The hindrance factors for favored
a-transitions are known for the first two nuclei: HF=2.2 for
225Th, and HF=1.7 for 229U. Bearing all this in mind, we can
take HF � 2 as the most probable value of the hindrance
factor for the alpha transition j isi ! 3=2�3=2�631�
�149:96 keV).

The calculations done in Ref. [23] show that the partial
penetration probability of the potential barrier for an alpha
particle with an energy Ea � 4930 keV and an angular
momentum L � 0 in the j isi ! 3=2�3=2�631��149:96 keV)
transition is higher by a factor of 3.7 than that in the
jgri ! 5=2�5=2�633��236:25 keV) transition.

For other transitions from the isomeric state to the
3=2��631� band, the approximate values of the hindrance
factors can also be extracted from the data on alpha decays of
225Th and 229U. Here, the error in calculating T is

1=2�a� will be
relatively moderate, since all the levels of the band in question
in the 225Ra nucleus are located above the base level and are
populated with a lower probability due to the larger height of
the potential barrier. Similar estimates have been made for
the states of other rotational bands.

A numerical calculation of the alpha decay constant lais
for the isomer 229mTh�3=2�; 3:5 eV) with hindrance factors
varying within the established limits has yielded the following
range of values: 24lais=l

a
gr 4 4, where lagr is the alpha decay

constant for the ground state of Th-229 [23]. The spectrum of
the alpha radiation emitted upon transition from the isomeric
state is more hard than the decay spectrum for the ground
state [23]. We also note the presence of a small, at a level of
about 1 ± 2%, admixture of isomeric 229mTh�3=2�; 3:5 eV)
nuclei, which can be determined by measuring the 4930-keV
line in the alpha spectrum.

Note one more result that is important for the
problem under discussion. There are indications [24] that
the 101.7-keV energy level possesses the quantum numbers
3=2�3=2�631� (rather than the 149.96-keV level, as is assumed
today) in the spectrum of 225Ra. If this is the case, the alpha
decay constant of the 3=2��3:5� 1:0 eV) state increases
severalfold and becomes larger than the alpha decay con-
stant for the ground level of Th-229 by a factor of 8 to 10.

6. Excitation of the 3/2+(3.5� 1.0 eV) level
Experiment with synchrotron radiation. The most consistent
way of determining the energy of the low-lying isomeric state
in Th-229 is represented as follows. The target made of the
insulator 229ThO2 is irradiated with a beam of synchrotron
radiation consisting of 29.19-keV photons. The 229Th nucleus
has a level 5=2��29:19 keV) belonging to the same rotational
band as the low-lying state 3=2��3:5� 1:0 eV). The width of
the radiative transition from the ground state to the
5=2��29:19 keV) state is well known (' 5:6� 10ÿ9 eV) [11],
which makes it possible to calculate the excitation cross
section. What is also known is the branching factor (' 0:8)
for the transition from the 5=2��29:19 keV) level to the
sought-for low-lying state 3=2��3:5� 1:0 eV). Calculations
show that with a beam of synchrotron radiation from the
Argonne National Laboratory (Argonne, IL), in a target
containing 10 mg of 229Th, approximately 107 isomeric nuclei
229mTh�3=2�; 3:5� 1:0 eV) will form every second within the
standard geometry of the experiment. This is a sufficiently
large quantity to be able to measure the energy of the optical
photons produced in the decay of the isomer in the dielectric
medium.
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Excitation by laser light. After the wavelength of the
nuclear transition is measured by the method we have just
described, we can excite a large number of 229Th nuclei to the
isomeric state by applying laser radiation tuned to the
respective wavelength. The cross section of this process can
be estimated easily from the formula

s�1�g �
l2N
2p

Grad
N �oN; gr! is�

DoL
; �6�

where the width of the radiative transition from the ground
state to the low-lying state is Grad

N �oN; gr! is� ' 10ÿ20 eV
[11], and DoL is the width of the laser line. For a laser with a
characteristic line width DoL=oL � 10ÿ6, the excitation cross
section amounts to 10ÿ25 cm2 [11].

In a target containing 10 mg of 229Th, a 1-W laser with a
relative line width DoL=oL � 10ÿ6 will excite every second
over an area of 0.1 cm by 0.1 cm from 1013 to 1014 229Th nuclei
to the low-lying state 3=2��3:5� 1:0 eV).

This method of excitation is not the optimal one. The
inverse electron bridge [25, 8, 26] depicted in Fig. 3 has in the
single-level approximation the cross section

s�3�IEB �
l2L
2p

G rad
A �oL; i! c�

DoL
PNEET ; �7�

where PNEET ' E2
int=D

2 is the relative excitation probability
of the nucleus in the atomic transition, and G rad

A �oL; i!c� is
the width of the atomic radiative transition from the ground
state to the intermediate state at the lasing frequency. With
the same values of the parameters as in the estimation of the
nuclear decay probability through the electron-bridge chan-
nel, we get for the cross section s�3�IEB � 10ÿ19 ± 10ÿ21 cm2.
Accordingly, the excitation rate is such here that the
population inversion is possible in the target, and it is also
possible to observe the accelerated alpha decay of Th-229
nuclei and other interesting phenomena.

The reasons for such large cross sections compared to
those of direct photoexcitation are obvious: (a) multipole
exchange which allows excitation of the atom in an E1
transition and of the nucleus in the NEET process already in
an M1 transition, and (b) the earlier discussed properties of
the photon propagator at small energies and in the presence of
bound electronic states. One must bear in mind that the
scheme works only if certain conditions are met, namely, the
energy of the nuclear isomeric level is close to the energy of a
relatively strong atomic M1 transition, and the intermediate
and ground atomic states are linked by a strong E1 transition.
Favorable conditions of this type may not occur, however.

7. Conclusions
Th-229 found in a state with an energy of 3:5� 1:0 eV, which
is quite unusual for nuclei, could become the object of exciting
investigations at the junction of far-apart areas of physics.
Some of the possibilities are listed below.

(1) A probe for studying the chemical environment and
the properties of condensed media and surfaces. Such a
research is being conducted with 235mU�1=2�; 76:8 eV)
nuclei. Compared to the uranium nucleus, thorium has a
number of advantages. The main advantages are (i) that the
decay involves valence electrons which are most sensitive to
the chemical environment, and (ii) that there is the opportu-
nity of multiple excitation of the implanted nucleus and
repeated measurements.

(2) Creation of population inversion in a system of nuclei
via highly effective laser excitation. The acceleration of alpha
decay of Th-229 through the excitation of the state
3=2��3:5� 1:0 eV) by applying low-intensity laser radiation.

(3) Excitation of the nuclear isomer by surface plasmons
[27]. By `concentrating' surface electromagnetic waves within
a thin layer it is possible to increase the energy flux density by
several orders of magnitude. The small track length of
plasmons with energies in the 2.5 ± 4.5-eV range is a negative
factor, however. As a result, the given method of excitation
may increase the gain by a factor of 10 to 100 in comparison to
laser excitation.

(4) `Nuclear light' is produced by the direct nuclear
emission of radiation in the optical range in the insulator
229ThO2. A test of the chance of increasing the probability of
nuclear decay in a dielectric medium by a factor of n3 in
comparison to the probabilities of decay in vacuum. The
possibility of studying the properties of a cavity. A highly
stable nuclear source of light for metrology.

(5) A verification of the exponential nature of the law of
decay of an isolated metastable state in large time intervals.
So far only five such experiments have been carried out,
including the first measurements done by E Rutherford in
1911, when the exponential behavior of the law was followed
up to 27T1=2. Today, the law has been verified up to 45T1=2.
The combination of highly effective laser excitation of the
low-lying isomeric state in Th-229 with an optimal collection
of optical photons will make it possible to relatively easily
pass the barrier of 50T1=2 [28]. It must be noted, however, that
such experiments are extremely complicated and require the
utilization of the most advanced technologies on hand. In this
sense they reflect the general level of scientific and technical
progress.

(6) The moderation of gamma decay of the low-lying
nuclear level in the dielectric matrix 229ThO2 placed inside a
spherical cavity with reflecting walls, between mirrors, etc.
For the first time, the possibility has emerged of carrying out
well-known experiments in atomic physics using a nuclear
transition.

(7) Laser cooling of the crystal 229ThO2. Impurity
introduction can separate the excitation and decay channels
for a nuclear level. Also, a highly intensive narrow laser line
can be used to directly excite the nucleus within the
transparency window of the crystal and at the same time to
ensure a rapid decay of the nuclear level through impurity
states in a process similar to the electron bridge.

I amverygrateful toAMDykhne, SMNikitin,VDOzrin,
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shown in discussions of many problems mentioned in this
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Figure 3. Layout of the excitation of the low-lying isomeric state in Th-229

by photons in the inverse electron-bridge process.
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Thermalization phenomenon
in hadron physics

A N Sissakian

1. Introduction
This report describes nonequilibrium processes using the
example of multiple hadron production in which the attain-
ment of the thermodynamic equilibrium is brought about by
dissipation of the kinetic energy of the colliding particles into
the hadron masses. The dynamic peculiarities of these
processes are limited by the need to take into account the

constraints responsible for the `nonescape' of color charge, so
that, generally speaking, the formation of a thermalized state
is a fairly rare event. The necessary and sufficient condition
for a meaningful description of such processes has been
found. By its very meaning this condition is similar to the
`correlations depression' condition which, according to
N Bogolyubov, comes into play as an equilibrium state is
approached by the system. Physically, such a situation occurs
in highly multiple production processes. The first experi-
mental indications of the possibility of observing thermaliza-
tion phenomena are given.

A thermodynamic description is appealing chiefly because
it admits a complete description of a complex system with the
use of a limited number of parameters. These are usually
temperature, pressure, specific volume, and chemical poten-
tial. Otherwise, when a thermodynamic description is
impossible (say, when the system is highly nonequilibrium),
one must know 3nÿ 4 independent parameters in order to
completely specify an n-particle distribution function.

Strictly speaking, the concept of temperature, namely the
main thermodynamic parameter, is admissible only for
systems (possibly, subsystems) that are in thermodynamic
equilibrium, for which a homogeneous energy distribution
over all the degrees of freedom is a characteristic feature.
Here, the homogeneity of the energy distribution must be
maintained with exponential accuracy, while the fluctuations
in the neighborhood of the respective average energy
(temperature) must be Gaussian. In other words, for exam-
ple, the energy spectra of the particles must correspond to a
Boltzmann ±Gibbs distribution, while temperature fluctua-
tions must correspond to a Gaussian distribution. Then the
temperature may be considered as a `good' parameter.

It can be stated that if a system has such a good parameter,
it is in energy equilibrium in the sense that there are no
macroscopic energy fluxes in it. Such a system is said to be
thermalized. A detailed discussion of this problem can be
found in Ref. [1].

Thus, if one uses the concept of temperature, the system is
in thermal equilibrium, with the result that it is enough to
know the average energy of the particles to describe it. One
must bear inmind, however, that in general the systemmay be
out of equilibrium with respect to other parameters.

Conditions of complete thermalization are not often
encountered in nature. For instance, the thermodynamic
description cannot generally be applied to describing biolo-
gical systems, although it is known that the temperature of a
biological system may be a good parameter. Thermodynamic
description has limited application also in subatomic physics,
while on the molecular level examples of such descriptions
abound.

What then obstructs thermalization of a multiparticle
system? This question may be examined fairly rigidly within
the proposed S-matrix interpretation of thermodynamics (see
the literature cited in Ref. [1]). For instance, in addition to
ordinary kinetics, internal constraints, as a result of which not
all degrees of freedom have equal status, may obstruct
thermalization. In some cases, the nature of these constraints
may lie hidden in the symmetry of the action or Hamiltonian.
It is this situation that is realized in hadronic physics.

Distribution functions. N N Bogolyubov was the first to
pose the question of how many measurable, or what is
called `partial', distribution functions are really needed to
describe multiparticle systems (see the monograph [2]).
Precisely, he noticed that to examine all the quantities that
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